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RAPID SCAN & ASSESSMENT
Totally damaged houses
Meeting women
Meeting women
Survey
Coordinating with Local Government
Meeting Municipal DRRM Officer
VALIDATION
Mothers
Elderly & widowed
Pregnant
Women & Children Kit
Kids Christmas package
Women in Malong
Malong as Baby carrier
Malong in Bathing
Malong as curtain
SHELTER PACKAGE
Coco-lumber
A home again
This document appears to be in Tagalog and discusses matters related to rights and assistance for women. It mentions Maria Angela Villalba and Jennifer Solano, who are the executive director and president of the San Francisco Women's Organization, respectively. The text requests that if women do not have support, they should contact the San Francisco Women's Organization for help.

KASABUTAN SA PAGDAWAT SA HINABANG SA BALAY

KINI NAGPAMATUOD NGA __ V I L M A   I G N A C I O _________________
USA KA PINILI NGA NAKADAWAT UG HINABANG GIKANSA GLOBAL FUND FOR
WOMEN UNLAD KABAYAN.

KINI NGA HINABANG NGA INYONG GINADA WAT KINAHANGLAN INYONG
AMPINGAN UG DILI IKABALIGYA, PA. ABANGAN, UG IHATAG SA LAIN GAWAS SA
INYONG ANAK.

KUNG DILI NA NINYO GIKINAHANGLAN KINI NGA BALAY IPAHIBALO SA
SAN FRANCISCO WOMEN`S ORGANIZATION ARON MAKAHIMO UG DECISION KON
UNSA Y BUHATON SA BALAY.

MARIA ANGELA VILLALBA
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
UNLAD KABAYAN FOUNDATION

JENNIFER SOLANO
PRESIDENT OF SAN FRANCISCO
WOMEN`S ORGANIZATION

AKO NAGPAMATOU D NGA NIDAWAT UG UYON NIINI NGA KASABOTAN.
Agreement in Receiving Shelter Assistance

The beneficiary agrees to care for the house, to always keep it in good order, undertake repairs and improvement when needed.

The beneficiary cannot sell, lease or give it away except to children or next of kin who are in need.

If there is no longer any need of the house, for reason such as moving in with married children or transfer to another place, to inform the San Francisco Women’s Association to decide on the use and ownership of the house.
Confirmation of Agreement
Witness in turn-over of shelter

GFW - Jane Real
Municipal Administrator - Lyra dela Cerna
Municipal Agriculturist -
Daghan Salamat
Thank you so much